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Thus, AMP and the corresponding nucleoside, adenosine,
have the structures shown.

Strictly speaking, the AMP shown here should be written as
5� AMP. The prime (�) indicates that the number refers to the
position on the ribose sugar ring, to which the phosphate is
attached, rather than to the numbering of atoms in the adenine
ring. However, it is a common practice to assume that the phos-
phate is 5� unless specified, since this is the most usual position.
Thus 5� AMP is often called AMP, whereas if the phosphate is on
the carbon atom 3 of the ribose, this is always specified as 3�

AMP. Be careful to note that AMP is chemically and biochemi-
cally different from cyclic AMP.

The sugar component of nucleotides

The sugar component of a nucleotide is always a pentose, ribose,
or 2�-deoxyribose, which are always in the D-configuration,
never the L-form.
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Several of the preceding chapters have been mainly concerned
with energy release from food. In this, ATP occupies the central
position, but GTP, CTP, and UTP are also involved in aspects of
food components metabolism. However, the involvement of
these nucleotides described so far has all been concerned with the
phosphoryl groups of the molecules. The nature of the bases,
whether A, G, C, or U, has been important only for recognition by
the appropriate enzymes but otherwise has not been directly
relevant to the metabolic processes. For this reason we have not
previously given information about the bases themselves.

We are now about to start, in the next chapter, on a new main
area in which information transfer is a primary purpose—we
refer to nucleic acids and protein synthesis and for this
the structures of the bases of nucleotides become important.
In this chapter, the structures, synthesis, and metabolism of
nucleotides are dealt with. This is an essential prerequisite for
the subsequent chapters.

Structure and nomenclature of
nucleotides

The term ‘nucleotide’ originates from the name of nucleic acids,
originally found in nuclei, and which are polymers of
nucleotides. A nucleotide has the general structure

phosphate—pentose sugar—base.

A nucleoside has the structure

pentose sugar—base.
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In RNA the sugar is always ribose (hence the name, ribonucleic
acid) and in DNA, deoxyribose (hence, deoxyribonucleic acid).
A nucleotide containing ribose is a ribonucleotide but this
is not usually specified; unless otherwise stated, a named
nucleotide such as AMP is taken to be a ribonucleotide.
A deoxyribonucleotide is always specified; for example,
deoxyadenosine monophosphate or dAMP, etc. (with the one
occasional exception mentioned below).

The base component of nucleotides

Nomenclature

We are primarily concerned with five different bases—adenine,
guanine, cytosine, uracil, and thymine, all often abbreviated to
their initial letter.

A, G, C, and U are found in RNA;

A, G, C, and T are found in DNA.

The ribonucleotides are AMP, GMP, CMP, and UMP, but
older and still used terms are adenylic, guanylic, cytidylic, and
uridylic acids, respectively (or adenylate, guanylate, cytidylate,
and uridylate for the ionized forms at physiological pH). The
deoxyribonucleotides are dAMP, dGMP, dCMP, and dTMP. The
latter often is called TMP, or thymidylate, without the d-prefix
because T is found only in deoxynucleotides (with rare excep-
tions of no significance here).

When the intention is to indicate a nucleotide without speci-
fying the base, the abbreviations NMP or 5� NMP are often
used, or dNMP or 5� dNMP for deoxynucleotides.

Deoxy UMP exists only as an intermediate in the formation
of dTMP; it does not occur in DNA (except as a result of chem-
ical damage to the DNA, when it is promptly removed—see
page 370).

The corresponding ribonucleosides (base—sugar) are,
respectively, adenosine, guanosine, cytidine, and uridine, and
deoxyadenosine, etc. for the deoxyribose compounds. The
names for the nucleosides, cytidine and uridine, sound like
those of free purine bases (cf. adenine and guanine), while the
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5' 5' name of the free base cytosine sounds like that of a nucleoside
(cf. adenosine), so be careful here. Other so-called ‘minor’
bases exist and are found in transfer RNA (page 410).
Hypoxanthine is one of these. It is also the first base produced
by the pathway of purine biosynthesis as hypoxanthine
ribotide or inosine monophosphate (IMP; see below); hypo-
xanthine riboside is called inosine (a somewhat confusing
nomenclature).

Structure of the bases

The first point is that:

A and G are purines;

C, U, and T are pyrimidines.

These names originate from their being structurally related to
purine and pyrimidine, respectively (neither of which occur in
nature).

These rings in future structures will be represented by the
simplified forms below.

The structures of the nucleotide bases are represented in
Fig. 21.1.

Of especial importance, note that T is simply a methylated U.
It will be useful to fix in your mind that T is essentially the same
as U except that it is ‘tagged’ by a methyl group. T is found only
in DNA; U only in RNA. The significance of this will be appar-
ent later (page 370).

Attachment of the bases in nucleotides

The bases are attached to the pentose sugar moieties of
nucleotides at the N-9 position of purines and the N-1 position
of pyrimidines. The glycosidic bond is in the �-configuration,
that is, it is above the plane of the pentose ring. The structures of
AMP and CMP are given in Fig. 21.2.
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Synthesis of purine and pyrimidine
nucleotides

Purine nucleotides

Most cells can synthesize purine bases de novo from smaller
precursor molecules. In the de novo synthesis of purine
nucleotides, bases are not synthesized in the free form but rather
the purine ring is assembled piece by piece with all the inter-
mediates attached to ribose-5-phosphate so that, by the time a
purine ring is assembled, it is already a nucleotide. (This refers
only to the de novo synthesis of purines because free purine
bases released by degradation of nucleotides are utilized for
nucleotide synthesis by the separate salvage pathway to be
described later.) The mechanism of ribotidation (the addition
of ribose-5-phosphate) is the same in both pathways, as well as
in pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis (but the compound that is
ribotidated differs in each case, as described below). This brings
us to PRPP, the metabolite that is involved in all ribotidation.

PRPP—the ribotidation agent

PRPP is 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate. It is formed from
ribose-5-phosphate (produced by the pentose phosphate path-
way; page 279) by the transfer of a pyrophosphate group from
ATP by the enzyme PRPP synthetase.

The PRPP is an ‘activated’ form of ribose-5-phosphate;
appropriate enzymes can donate the latter to a base forming
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Fig. 21.1 Diagrammatic representation of structures of purine and 
pyrimidine bases found in nucleic acids (full structures in 
Chapter 22). Other minor bases are found in tRNA, described 
in Chapter 25.
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Fig. 21.2 Structures of a purine and a pyrimidine nucleotide.
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